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Strelgar Jextair VelCroix
Strelgar Jextair VelCroix

Species: Human
Gender: Male

Age: 23
Family (or Creators):

Last Name: VelCroix
Father: Jextair /Not in contact:Dead
Mother: Domnika /Not in contact:Dead

Zodiac Sign: Pisces
Height: 6'3“/ 75 inches/ 165.1 centimeters
Weight: 192 Pounds/ 87.089735 kilograms

Organization Star Army of Yamatai
Rank Santo Hei

Occupation Mercenary / Technician
Current Placement YSS Moirai

Strelgar In Roleplay

Srelgar is a Characters played by Nazarii. He is newly assigned to the YSS Moirai.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 6'3”/ 75 inches/ 165.1 centimeters Mass: 192 Pounds/ 87.089735 kilograms

Build and Skin Colour: Tall man with a medium muscle build for his size, his tone is soft to the touch
almost silky or a firm softness to his mass. His skin is a lighter tone with definite dark origin. For his
mother was the one with darker skin. His father was white skinned.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Sergeis' (Strelgars') face looks very similar to your average Russian,
only minor differences separate him. Cheek bones compliment the contours of his face along with the
masculine jaw that isn't defined strongly more in a subtle smooth way. His eyes are shap blue, with a
jaded glaze.

Hair Color and Style: Long obsidian colored hair with silver flecks, ending just at his waist. Style is long
straight, usually found to be braided.

Distinguishing Features: His eyes sit more receded in his sockets from the hours of lost sleep,
accompanied by the darker rings around his eyes barely noticed hidden by his darker skin. Strange runes
are on his body on his back a symbol on his chest with a strange cats eye gem in the center it seems to
be part of his sternum plate of rib cage. The symbols tattooed are runes he or anyone isn't sure of their
meaning. The Runes are white skin pigmentation, like a birth mark.
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Usual Clothing: Primary (Off duty) Thin fur lined jacket, short sleeves. The belts holding the short
sleeved jacket closed their black stands out amongst the white silk of the remainder of the jacket. The
collar is strapped closed circling his neck, ending just at the lobe of his ears. On the back of the jacket is
a scarlet colored angled cross. Long white sash that it's seams are only a few inches away from the floor.
Loose cream colored canvas pants tapered at the mid shin, meeting up with his white canvas and rubber
soul all terrain boots. Mothers memento, the last of his dearest family that now resides in his memory.

+ Mothers Armor: Larval State: A memory artifact, emulator to the cortex of the brain. Shows repressed
memories etc… Form: Left arm bracer, with rune imprinted upon it. Funtionality: It like a key word that
years later unlocks some kind of forgotten childhood memory when you are the grand old age of 75.
Perhaps it's an event that triggers the wall to crumble. It just stays and stores time data and thoughts all
the way up to memories. Like a digital diary. It has generations of memories all from his family lineage.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: A lack of any real sense of mercy, with a lack of restraint. Sergei (Strelgar) is what his
family has been for generations, brutal and almost uncontrollable. Sergei seems to lose track of time,
along with other contributing factors that make him so unusual. A most dark sense of humor and twisted
view of reality. Sergei in a sense of pros and cons, is able to finish any job with a amazing speed and skill,
if it involves some kind of tech. With a sense of honor taught to him by the blade, he can fight with
vicious and brutal capacity. As his family oath says, “No mercy for the weak, no regrets with the dead,
the fated guide us.”

Likes: Serenity, animals, a challenge that brings him to the brink of death. Playing his electric Guitar.
Dislikes: People in general, Authority, Fatalists Goals: To seek the origin of the strange armor and find
what was mentioned in his dearest mothers diary.

History

Pre-RP

Simply origin, he came from a sparsely populated portion of Nepleslia.

Youth:

Sergei's (Strelgar) youth spent years of brutal exercises with the blade and Close Quarters Combat
(CQC). At ten years of age he fought a personal officer of his fathers first ring guard captain. The fight
ended with a draw the officers sword stopped just at Sergei's throat, his crescent blade rested just barely
pushing officers skin just between the ribs directly where his heart was located. Sergei chuckled, his tone
contorted with bitter bliss. His father was very unhappy.

The fight ended in a loss, his father beat him close to death. Awoke in his caring mothers arms. Recovery
was where his mother taught him an endless amount of technology operation and theory.
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Trained even harder, killed his father. His father had killed his mother, thus sending Strelgar into a blood
rage. In the end he won finding his mothers diaries in her book shelf. There it whispered of a family relic
that was hidden where the sun met ice.

He took her books with him, as he traveled fighting off his fathers ex-guard rings. This went on for years,
before he found the relic and took the first ship leaving system. Strelgar (Sergei) didn't miss his home he
hated that place, he found himself lost on a Yamataian Independant Outpost.

Service Record

YSS Moirai

Meeting the Yamataian Enlisted

Learning Something New

Mentoring of the Gypsy Knight

Skills

Arts:

Music one of his worst skills, he picked up a electric guitar and small amp that is easy to carry. He played
and found he enjoyed it for therapy.

Maintenance and Repair:

Strelgar is good with tools in general. He can fix a lot of basic machines, and is a fair starship mechanic.
Some of his ability is intuitive, passed down from his mother.

Physical:

Strelgar is very muscular for his size, along with being very acrobatic. He is built to compliment his sword
skills.

Communication:

He picked up military skills with communications along his ship ride, with basic ability to fill out
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paperwork. He speaks mixed Yamatai with Nepleslian. From his home world he learned these two and his
dialect is with his families common spoken accent.

Mathematics:

Strelgar received basic mathematics training from his mother up to include algebra and trigonometry.

Technology Operation:

Strelgar is capable of using many of the basic computer systems that are Yamataian and Nepleslian in
origin. He has not attempted to use military-grade systems before, but is likely able to operate them on a
much more basic level.

Fighting:

Trained from birth to fight with the blade he is unequivocally a master of the sword. Including unarmed
combat arts.

Inventory

Clothing

Star Army Uniforms

2 black T-Shirts
2 pairs of light blue-gray pants
2 uniform jackets with red panels
1 pair of dark gray leather gloves
1 pair of leather boots, dark gray
1 dark gray leather pistol belt leather with holster for Type 28 NSP

Weather Gear

1 black tricorner hat with a red border
1 black overcoat ankle-length and his usual clothing when off duty.
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Workout Clothing and Undergarments

3 white ringer T shirts (with Star Army of Yamatai logo)
1 pair of black sandals
1 white yukata with a Star Army logo pattern on it
1 black sash for the yukata

Accessories

Rucksack Full of Gems common to his planet
Weapons
Family clothing with insignia
1 Masa Mune inscribed with Mother
2 Daggers Bone hilts
3 Of mothers diaries
1 black cloak
1 skull helm and 6 pairs of black boot Socks

Personal Hygiene

A toiletry kit (with toothbrush, toothpaste, shampoo, soap, electric razor, etc)

Electronics

Electronic Money Card (3000 KS)

Miscellaneous

Finances

Strelgar is currently a Santo Hai in the -Yamataian Star Army. He receives a weekly salary of ~ per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion
Character Data
Character Name Strelgar Jextair VelCroix
Character Owner nazarii
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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